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ramatic demographic
shifts in the United
States population,
globalization, and the
increasing buying power
of African-Americans (139
percent increase since 1990
to $760.7 billion),
Hispanics (247 percent
increase to $735.6 billion),
and Asians (240 percent
increase to $396.5 billion)
are leading many companies to explore what diversity and inclusion as a
competitive advantage
really means to ensuring
the success of their business today and tomorrow.
The 2000 U.S. Census projected that, by 2020, the
White working-age population will decline from 82
percent to 63 percent.
During the same period, the
minority portion of the
workforce is projected to
almost double from 18 percent to 37 percent, with the
Hispanic/Latino portion
projected to almost triple
from 6 percent to 17 percent.

any companies are preparing for these shifts in workforce demographics by re-thinking their recruitment, selection, and retention
practices. Their goal is to attract and retain the top talent of the future.
In a 2004 study of Fortune 500 CEOs conducted by Diversity Best
Practices, 92 percent of the CEOs responded that they believe a strong
commitment to diversity initiatives helps their companies to become
"employers of choice."
Yet talent management is only one of the areas in which organizations
are taking innovative approaches to leveraging diversity and inclusion
as a competitive advantage. Diversity Inc., Fortune, and Black
Enterprise, are just a few of the growing number of magazines that are
recognizing innovative and successful corporate diversity efforts
through their publications of the "Top 50" or "Top 30" "Best Companies
for Diversity." Businesses that appear in those Best-in-class lists are
greatly benefited. For example, a 2003 Ohio State University study titled
"Shareholder Benefits of Diversity" found a 1.57 percent return for companies that were recognized in Fortune's "50 Best Companies for
Minorities" within 3 days after the publication.
Those Best-in-class companies have provided a myriad of diversity
best practices for other companies to benchmark their own diversity
efforts. However, over the past 6 years, I have experienced a growing
concern over companies that move into what I call "diversity activity
mode." Diversity activity mode occurs when companies select from the
best-practices shelf and make no adjustments to the best practice to fit
their unique culture. "Diversity and inclusion initiatives can never be 'off
the shelf' products,” says Redia Anderson, National Partner at Deloitte
& Touche USA, LLP. "They must be tailored to the needs and goals of a
particular culture and organization." Without this tailored approach,
companies are not able to realize the full impact of best practices within
their work environment.
A second aspect of diversity activity mode occurs when businesses
implement an array of diversity best practices without linking and aligning them to a larger diversity business strategy. These two aspects of
"diversity activity mode" result in many companies using a Ready! Fire!
Aim! approach to hitting the target of leveraging diversity and inclusion
for higher performance in their company and wondering why they were
not as effective as they envisioned.
So then, how do companies create a plan for moving diversity forward in a way that avoids diversity activity mode? What are some of the
critical components of a Best-in-class diversity plan that supports your
company in entering emerging markets and preparing for the diverse
workforce of tomorrow? How do organizations learn from the lessons of
others without re-creating the wheel? How do diversity leaders ensure
they are creating a strategy that works within their work environment?
After over 15 years of providing diversity and organizational development consulting and training services to clients such as America
Online, City of San Diego, Honda, Toyota, UCSD Medical Center,
University of Texas, El Paso, as well as researching best practices, three
key drivers have emerged. These key drivers are: 1) Strategic
Leadership, 2) The Business Case, and 3) Organizational Effectiveness
(see Table 1). These drivers align with 13 critical components (CC) to
support companies in creating a tailored Best-in-class Plan that avoids
diversity activity mode.
Strategic Leadership requires organizations to answer the following
types of questions in order to create a diversity plan that will effectively
drive inclusion for higher performance. How do we effectively make
large-scale change happen in our unique company culture? How do we
define diversity? How do we create a diversity and inclusion strategy
that is right for us given our company history, given what we know
about our leaders, given the politics within our organization, given our
national and global business objectives?
Strategic leadership also involves having champions for diversity at
all levels of the company. The first three critical components of a Best-inclass diversity plan emphasize the importance of commitment at the "C"
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suite or executive levels. By having active
involvement from the CEO (cc1), a Chief
Diversity Officer that operates out of the
executive suite (cc2), and diversity at the
Board of Directors level (cc3), companies
can more effectively build accountability
and integration across business units to
ensure a return on investment. In a 2004
Diversity Best Practices survey, 90 percent
of CEOs say they ensure top management
participation and accountability in diversity programs. While commitment to
diversity at the executive suite is critical,
diversity at senior levels (cc4) is also a key
part of strategic leadership. A 1998 survey
by
the
American
Management
Association found that a mixture of genders, ethnic backgrounds and ages in senior management teams "consistently correlates to superior corporate performance."
The Business Case involves creating
ways to articulate the benefits of diversity
to the company's core business and strategic objectives. The real work is to send the
message that achieving diversity goals is
an essential part of achieving business
goals. The strongest business case for
diversity is that it fosters innovation (cc5).
Hewlett-Packard has realized this statement through its highly diverse Quantum
Lab. The Quantum Lab consists of 30+
researchers from 13 different countries
and 4 different continents and is one of
the highest patent-generating labs in the
country. The Business Case articulates the
benefits of the next three critical components: building a diverse supplier base t
(cc 6), tapping into emerging markets
through a multicultural marketing strategy (cc 7), developing strategic ties to
diversity, business priorities and philanthropic efforts (cc 8) or "planned giving"
of dollars, time, and sponsorship.
On the journey to inclusion, strategic
leadership sits in the driver's seat, the
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business case is the engine, and organiza- many miles on a treadmill, while wondertion effectiveness, represents the body ing why their company culture is still
standing in the same place they started.
and wheels of the car.
Organization Effectiveness focuses on Through strategic leadership, building
building an inclusive work environment the right business case, and leading with
in which all employees can contribute organization effectiveness as a goal, comtheir best skills and talents. Tim Allen, panies can get off the treadmill and gain
President and CEO of Nextel provides an mileage on the road to diversity and
example of this message in his statement, inclusion as a competitive advantage.
"As part of our efforts to be first, be different and be better, Nextel works hard
to create a working environment where Table 1.
all employees, customers, suppliers and
community partners feel valued and How to Avoid "Diversity Activity Mode"
respected. It is important to create an
inclusive workplace, where everyone 3 Key Drivers
can fully participate and be recognized
for their contributions, because our
1. Strategic leadership
people are the company's most valuable
2. The business case
asset."
3. Organization effectiveness
Organization effectiveness involves
attracting and retaining the right people
(cc9) and training and equipping them 13 Critical Components to Creating a
with the right skills (cc10). By using an Best-in-class Diversity Plan (CCs)
organization development approach,
1. CEO commitment
companies will avoid the haphazardness
2. Chief Diversity Officer and an
of "diversity activity mode." Measuring
Executive Diversity Council
the effectiveness of diversity initiatives
3. Diverse board of directors
with the right metrics (cc11) is critical to
4. Diversity at all levels:
accurately assess the impact of your
Representation at Senior/
efforts. While a branding and communiExecutive levels
cations strategy (cc12) helps to ensure
5.
Innovation
and business
the right messages are sent throughout
process
improvement
the organization. We suggest to compa6. Supplier diversity
nies to treat their diversity initiative the
7. Multicultural marketing
same way they launch a new product.
8. Philanthropic investments
They should brand their diversity effort
and community relations
so it is clearly tailored to meet their
9. Talent management
organization and business needs. This is
10. Training, education and
the same type of tailoring necessary
organization development
when applying best practices (cc13)
11. Metrics & systems of
from other companies. It is important to
accountability
remember that best practices worked in
12. Create a brand and
a different company with a different hiscommunications
tory, different company leaders, differstrategy
ent company politics, and different busi13. Tailoring external best
ness objectives.
practices
Diversity activity mode will continue
to have many companies traveling
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